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Mate´riaux-Polyme`res aux Interfaces, University Evry val d’Essonne, Centre National de la Recherche Scientiﬁque, Evry, FranceABSTRACT This article explores the role of some geometrical factors on the electrophoretically driven translocations of macro-
molecules through nanopores. In the case of asymmetric pores, we show how the entry requirements and the direction of
translocation canmodify the information content of the blocked ionic current as well as the transduction of the electrophoretic drive
into a mechanical force. To address these effects we studied the translocation of single-stranded DNA through an asymmetric
a-hemolysin pore. Depending on the direction of the translocation, we measure the capacity of the pore to discriminate between
both DNA orientations. By unzipping DNA hairpins from both sides of the pores we show that the presence of single strand or
double strand in the pore can be discriminated based on ionic current levels. We also show that the transduction of the electro-
phoretic drive into a denaturing mechanical force depends on the local geometry of the pore entrance. Eventually we discuss the
application of this work to the measurement of energy barriers for DNA unzipping as well as for protein binding and unfolding.INTRODUCTIONThe ability to discriminate, probe, and manipulate freely
floating unlabeled single molecules by transiently confining
them in a nanoscopic region of space is appealing in many
views. In the case of the nanopore technique, DNA (1),
proteins (2,3), or biopolymers (4) are driven through a nano-
meter-size hole by a controlled electrochemical potential
gradient. The transient and reversible lodging of the mole-
cules in the confinement area is detected, generally, by the
concomitant drop of the ionic current flowing through the
pore (5). After more than a decade of investigations of nano-
pores as stochastic sensors (6–9), a wealth of results are avail-
able for translocations of ssDNA, dsDNA, polypeptides, and
neutral polymers through a-hemolysin or solid-state pores. In
particular, it was demonstrated that the electrophoretic trans-
port of ssDNA or RNA through an a-hemolysin pore depends
on voltage, temperature, and strand orientation 5 (10–14).
Nanopores can be used not only as counters or sieves but
also as means to exert locally a denaturing force. This prop-
erty was used to probe DNA-enzyme (15–17) interactions
as well as nucleic acid unzipping (18–21) and protein folding
(2,3). It was also suggested that nanopores could resolve
RNA secondary structures (22,23). If, as in the case of
a-hemolysin, the nanopore is large enough to allow the
passage of a single strand but small enough to block the
double-stranded part, sequential opening and refolding of
the intramolecular helices can be expected at high-enough
bias voltages. However, for this approach to be a useful
tool to analyze secondary structures, one needs to discrimi-
nate the free passage of single-stranded regions from the
periods when helices unzip. It was reported that short orSubmitted October 14, 2009, and accepted for publication January 20, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/05/2170/9 $2.00long DNA hairpins can be opened by translocation through
artificial (24,25) or proteinaceous nanopores (18–21) of
internal diameter inferior to the DNA double-helix diameter
(2.2 nm). The unzipping occurs at the narrowest constriction
site. To the best of our knowledge, the current measured
during the unzipping process matches that of a simple trans-
location. Hence no current contrast exists between a single-
stranded part freely crossing the constriction site and a
double-helix unzipped at that location. One can expect that
nanopores of appropriate geometrymay provide such a neces-
sary contrast in the prospect of secondary structure analysis.
Pores of tailored shape can be made artificially in solid-state
materials (26–28). Reproducible geometry (pore diameter,
pore angle, cross section) is a key point if these artificial
sensors are to be used as probes of nucleic acids’ secondary
structures (25). Another option is to use self-assembling
proteinaceous pores such as a-hemolysin (29), aerolysin
(2,30), or MspA (31,32). They have a well-defined pore
lumen, and therefore prove well adapted for efficient analyte
analysis andDNAmechanical denaturation. In this article, we
tackle the following two questions:
How can the geometry of the pore be used to discriminate
between a single strand crossing the constriction and
a double strand being unzipped at the constriction?
How does the degree of preconfinement before the nucleic
acid enters the pore affect the mechanical unzipping
process?MATERIALS AND METHODS
Buffer and molecules
In this study we used 10 mM Tris-Cl buffer, 1 M KCl, pH 8.4. The single-
stranded poly adenines were purchased from Eurogentec (Liege, Belgium).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.01.041
FIGURE 1 Schematic representations of the DNA inside the pore for both
DNA orientations and both translocation directions. The tilt of the bases is
purely schematic to illustrate the MD simulation results obtained in Mathe´
et al. (11). Note the equivalence of the static situations for DNA with their
50 end first in the forward direction (respectively, 30 end first in the forward
direction) and DNA with their 30 end first in the backward direction (respec-
tively, 50 end first in the backward direction).
Geometrical Aspects of DNA Translocation 2171HPLC was purified and used at a final concentration of 5 mM. The hairpins
hp polyA and hp blunt were also purchased from Eurogentec, gel-purified and
slowly annealed. Their final concentration was 10 mM. Both hairpins share
a common sequence:
50-AGG CTG CGA ATT GCT GTT GTTG CAG GAC GAA TCG CAG
CCT-30.
hp blunt is a blunt hairpin of 18 basepairs. hp polyA has an additional 3
0 over-
hang of 30 poly adenines.
Substep analysis
We used a classical setup for nanopore experiments that is further described
in the Supporting Material. Blockade events were first identified by fixing
a threshold blockade level (70% of the open pore current). Each trace was
then filtered and fitted to a series of unrestricted number of substeps. We
used the nonlinear filter described in Haran (33).This nonlinear-smoothing
skim efficiently reduces the high-frequency noise with a minimal smoothing
of abrupt changes in the current trace. An example of raw and smoothed
curves are given later in Fig. 6. The fit of the trace was performed by first
evaluating the most probable substep values for each trace determined as
the peak values of the trace current histogram. Each data sample was then
rounded to the closest peak value. It yields a trace with discrete levels that
is further processed to eliminate substeps shorter than 100 ms. Each substep
level is then set as the average value of the smoothed current trace over the
substep duration. The resulting trace is given later in Fig. 6. We then make
a histogram of the substep-level occurrence by counting the number of traces
in which a defined level occurs at least once. This skim prevents a few long
translocations from dominating the histogram due to their large number of
equal substep levels.RESULTS
To answer these questions we use the a-hemolysin toxin, an
asymmetric porin from Staphylococcus aureus with a well-
characterized x-ray structure (29). The pore is composed of
a vestibule cavity with an inner diameter of 4 nm and a trans-
membrane stem region with an average lumen diameter
of 2.1 nm. These regions are separated by a constriction of
1.5 nm in diameter that constitutes the narrowest part of
the pore. When DNA hairpins translocate from the vestibule
side (forward direction), they are preconfined by the vesti-
bule cavity before entering the stem at the constriction site.
When they translocate from the stem side (backward direc-
tion), there is no preconfinement and the constriction site is
passed just before the molecule leaves the pore. By inducing
the translocation of single-stranded DNA from either side of
the pore, we test the influence of the geometrical asymmetry
on the translocation time and blocked current level as a func-
tion of the DNA orientation in the pore (see Translocation of
ssDNA). Performing the same experiments with hairpin
DNA (see Translocation of DNA hairpins), we then show
that the a-hemolysin pore can discriminate between ssDNA
and dsDNA, provided that the DNA enters the pore from
the stem side. We address the issue of the transduction of
the electrophoretic force (which drives the DNA through the
pore) into a denaturing mechanical force (which is exerted
on the basepairs of the unzipping hairpin). We explore the
changes of this transduction as the contacts between the
DNA and the pore are modified, leading to new entryrequirements. To illustrate the geometrical changes due to
the pore reversion, we draw the configurations of the ssDNA
(Fig. 1) and dsDNA (later in Fig. 5) in the pore.
Translocations of ssDNA: orientation-
and direction-dependence
First, we focus on the influence of the translocation direction
of single-stranded poly adenines through the pore. Fig. 1 sche-
matically shows the four possible configurations (34) of
the pore relative to the DNA orientation. In the forward direc-
tion, previous studies (11–13) proved that the translocation
times, the blockade levels, and the translocation success rates
depend on the orientation of the DNA or RNA when they
enter the stem part. All-atoms molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations (11,12) suggest that these differences are due to
the preferential tilting of the bases toward the 50 end when
the single strand is strongly confined. A Christmas-tree effect
can indeed explain why the translocations with 30 end first
are more likely to occur and are subject to a smaller friction
from the pore than translocations with the 50 end first. Each
DNA orientation possesses a characteristic current level that
was mainly attributed to the local orientation of the bases at
the constriction site. The same set of arguments should also
hold for DNA translocating from the stem side (backward
direction). We show that when the ssDNA enters the pore
from the stem side, the 30-first orientation is the faster and
most frequently observed one. The translocation speed of a
DNA entering with its 30 end first does not depend on the
direction of translocation. In contrast, the normalized blocked
current of DNA with their 30 end first in the backward
direction corresponds to the value of DNA with their 50 end
first in the forward direction. Fig. 2 summarizes these results
for a 50-mer of poly adenines at a voltage of 150 mV.Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–2178
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FIGURE 2 Scatter plot of the normalized blocked current as a function of
the event durations in the forward and backward directions. We discriminate
two groups of events. The dark-colored events are identified as true translo-
cations. The light-colored events are identified as blocked molecules or
aborted translocations. The first group represents 90% of the 5700 events
in the forward direction (A) and 62% of the 4700 events in the backward
direction (B). In the forward direction, note the bimodal distributions corre-
sponding to DNA, translocating with their 30 and 50 end first. In the back-
ward direction, the bimodal distribution turns into a major cluster with
a long tail to the low current and long time. We attribute the main cluster
to DNA translocating with their 30 end first and the tail to the other DNA
orientation. See text for the clustering criteria.
2172 Muzard et al.Qualitatively the scatter plot of Fig. 2 A displays two
distinct clusters of points, the boundaries of which are
explained in the Supporting Material. The clusters corre-
spond to both DNA orientations as described in the literature
(11,13) in the forward direction. The observed bimodal
distribution corresponds to the two possible orientations of
the DNA in the pore as already observed in Mathe´ et al.
(11). The scatter plot for the backward direction (Fig. 2 B)
differs qualitatively from the forward direction, although
we used the same thresholding criteria to record our data.
We observe a skewed main cluster of points at ~104 s
and a large number of events with high blocked currents
or long translocation times. These observations can be
explained by three main changes in the geometrical con-
strains due to the pore asymmetry:Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–21781. The absence of the vestibule before the DNA enter the
pore. In the backward direction, it results in an increased
number of molecules bumping into the pore mouth
leading to transient spikes low enough to be detected.
It explains the large scatter of points with ib >20%.
2. The asymmetry of the interaction potential between the
DNA and the pore. Combined with the previous effect,
the entropic and energetic entry barrier into the pore is
raised. The exponential inter event distribution with entry
rate of 8.5 Hz in the forward direction is reduced to 1.1 Hz
in the backward one, in line with what was observed for
DNA (35) or symmetric biopolymers (36).
3. The passage of the constriction after the DNA have
entered the stem. A larger time spent in the stem increases
the probability of strong DNA/pore interactions. Hence
the large number of abnormally long events in the back-
ward direction. At long times we find two distinct levels
(x10% andx14%) of stuck molecules that we attribute
to both DNA orientations.
To analyze our data quantitatively, we defined the bound-
aries of the two clusters of points for each direction. The
definition of the cluster boundaries are given in Supporting
Material. Ninety-percent of the 5700 forward events and
62% of the 4100 backward events are selected. These four
clusters shift to smaller times when the voltage increases,
whereas the rest of the events are nearly voltage-insensitive.
This clustering captures the main features of the transloca-
tion process. Changing the boundaries of the cluster by
10% for the blocked current and 20% for the time marginally
modifies our results. Figs. 3 and 4 show the distributions
of blocked current and translocation times, respectively,
for the selected events. The blocked current distributions
are clearly not Gaussian and for each direction, a double-
Gaussian fit identifies two populations of events. In the
case of the forward direction, we find that ssDNA with their
30 end first translocate with a characteristic blocked current
ib30f ¼ 10.6% 5 2.3%. In the 50 orientation, the blocked
current increases to ib50f ¼ 14.6% 5 2.1%. Based on cur-
rent discrimination, we also determined the characteristic
translocation times for each orientation: t30f ¼ 115 5 5 ms
and t50f ¼ 239 5 5 ms. These results agree with the values
found in Mathe´ et al. (11) for poly A at 120 mV.
In the backward direction, we identify two populations
with ib1 ¼ 8.5% 5 3.6% and ib2 ¼ 12.15 2.4%.
To attribute these values to a DNA orientation, we used
DNA hairpins with a single-strand overhang. When the over-
hang was at the 30 end of the hairpin, we could identify a
blocked current level at ~13.1%. These experiments are
described in Substep Analysis. We hence attribute the value
of ib30b ¼ 12.15 2.4% to DNA translocation with the 30 end
first. The value of ib30b also corresponds to the blocked
current level of the main cluster of events. As in the case
of the forward direction, the 30 end-first orientation thus
has the larger success rate. The characteristic time associated
FIGURE 3 Normalized current distributions for the selected events in the
(A) forward and (B) backward directions. Double-Gaussian fits (continuous
line) yield the following values for the mean blocked current: forward direc-
tion, ib30f ¼ 10.6%5 1.9% and ib50f ¼ 14.6%5 2.3%; backward direction,
ib50b ¼ 8.5%5 3.6% and ib30b ¼ 12.1%5 2.4%. Each peak corresponds to
the entry of the 30 or 50 end first as previously demonstrated in the forward
geometry. In the case of the backward direction, the double peak does
not clearly appear, and a single Gaussian poorly fits the data. Note that
ib50f > ib30f and ib30b > ib50b. The 5
0 end first in the forward direction and
30 end first in the backward direction correspond to the same static configu-
ration of the pore, with respect to the DNA strand.
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FIGURE 4 Histograms of the event durations in the forward (A) and
backward (B) directions for the 30 (light) and 50 (dark) end first. In the
forward direction, both distributions are sharply defined with the character-
istic times t30f ¼ 1155 5 ms and t50f ¼ 2395 5 ms, in agreement with the
reported values in the literature. In the backward direction, the distributions
are broader with the characteristic times of t30b ¼ 1105 10 ms and t50b ¼
5105 40 ms. The 30 end-first configuration is the faster one and translocates
at the same speed for both pore orientations.
Geometrical Aspects of DNA Translocation 2173with this cluster is t30b ¼ 110 5 10 ms. It is remarkably
similar to the characteristic time t30f ¼ 115 5 5 ms that we
find for the forward direction. Hence, as previously observed
for symmetric dextran-sulfate polymers (36), the force and
the friction exerted on the DNA are conserved when the
direction of translocation is reversed. We also observe that
the passage of the 50 end-first orientation is less favored
and the translocation process is slower. The molecules
entering with this orientation are more likely to get stuck
in many possible configurations inside the pore stem. It is
where the high degree of scattering of the 50 cluster stems
from. All these results are consistent with the base-tilting
scenario where the DNA translocation is facilitated or
hindered by the spontaneous tilting of the bases toward the
DNA 50-end in a confined environment.
We also point out that ib30b > ib50b in contrast with the
results in the forward direction where ib30b < ib50b. In Mathe´
et al. (11), it was argued that the difference of current levels
between 30 and 50 is due to the mean local configuration of
the base located at the constriction site. A crude estimate
as well as simulations show that the speed of ions in the
pore is approximately two-orders-of-magnitude larger than
the translocation speed of DNA. (Note that we estimate theKþ ions speed in the pore as follows: First we approximate
that all the ionic current is carried by Kþ when the pore is
occupied. The typical current is I ¼ 10 pA ¼ 1.6 108 Kþ/s.
1 M KCl corresponds to a density of r ¼ 0.6 Kþ/nm3. The
pore section is S ¼ p  12 nm2. The ion velocity reads
nions ¼ I/S.r ¼ 9.107 nm/s. The residence time of an ion in
the 5-nm stem region is thus ~50 ns to be compared to the
translocation time of the DNA base at ~2 ms.) To a first
approximation, the DNA can be considered immobile with
respect to the counterions. The static configuration of the
DNA with it 50 end first (respectively, 30 end first) in the
forward direction is identical to the 30 end first (respectively,
50end first) in the backward direction as shown in Fig. 1. For
ssDNA, the relative order of the ionic currents should thus be
reversed, as we indeed observe. The values of the blocked
current and translocation times for both directions are
summarized in Table 1.
We showed that, independently of the translocation direc-
tion, DNA entering the pore with their 30 end translocate
faster than with their 50 end. Remarkably, at least for the
30-first orientation, the translocation time does not dependBiophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–2178
TABLE 1 Orientation and direction dependence of the
translocation parameters
Pore direction DNA orientation ib (%) s (%) t (ms)
Forward 30 first 10.6 2.3 1155 5
Forward 50 first 14.6 2.1 2395 5
Backward 30 first 12.1 2.4 1105 10
Backward 50 first 8.5 3.6 5105 40
Normalized blocked current and event duration for each subpopulation
extracted from the Group-A clouds of the forward and backward experi-
ments scatter plots.
FIGURE 5 Possible configurations of dsDNA in the a-hemolysin vesti-
bule and docking of dsDNA in the trans part of the stem. Note that, in the
backward case, the double-stranded part can penetrate 1.4 nm into the
stem. The Lysines 147 corresponding to the vestibule/stem constriction
are highlighted in red. The threonines 125 are in orange. (For the sake of
clarity, the 30 single strand overhang is not represented here; however,
were it to be represented, it should span the entire stem.)
2174 Muzard et al.on the pore direction. It leads to the conclusion that, for this
DNA orientation, the electrophoretic force and the friction
coefficient depends very little on the pore direction. For
the 50-first orientation, the conclusion is less obvious, due
to the uncertainty of the cluster definition. In contrast, the
values of the blocked current seem to correlate with the static
orientation of the bases at the constriction site and hence with
the relative pore/DNA orientation. We also showed that the
absence of vestibule and the passage of the constriction after
the DNA enters the pore entails a large scattering of the data
points due to false events and stuck molecules.
Translocation of DNA hairpins: positional noise
and force transduction
We now focus on the influence of the pore geometry upon
the coupled problem of dsDNA translocation when unzip-
ping of the paired region is required. DNA hairpins of
%100 bases can be unzipped by threading them across the
pore in the forward direction (18,20,25,38). The constriction
diameter of 1.5 nm allows ssDNA through, but blocks the
double-stranded part. If a single-strand overhang is added
at one end of the hairpin, it can enter the stem part where
the electric field is larger. At the contact site between the
DNA and the pore, the electrophoretic bias applied on the
strain inserted in the stem transduces into a mechanical force
exerted on the bases. The situation is described in Fig. 5
where the 30 overhang, inserted in the stem part, was
removed for sake of clarity. (Note that we used an 18-mer
DNA model generated by http://farwer.staff.shef.ac.uk/
PREDICTOR/index.php and submitted as a rigid body
ligand for the structure of the a-hemolysin 7AHL.pdb on the
PathDock server http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock/.)
The electrophoretic force acting on the single strand origi-
nates from the electric field and the motion of counterions.
Its transduction into a mechanical force acting on the bases
depends on the physical contact of the DNA with the pore,
the local environment around the unzipping fork, and the
orientation of the DNA with respect to the pore. In the
forward direction, the vestibule cavity reduces or even
precludes the variation of the angle between the helix and
the pore axis. One can thus expect shear forces to be applied
on the DNA hairpin. In the backward direction, the molec-
ular structure of the a-hemolysin shows that the double-Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–2178stranded helix can penetrate the stem region over 1.4 nm
up to the 1.8-nm constriction formed by Thr125. The hairpin
is no longer held in place by the 5-nm-long vestibule. The
angle of the DNA with the pore can fluctuate, potentially
resulting in large variations of the unzipping force. More-
over, the stem/vestibule constriction (Lys147) is passed after
the single strand has entered the pore and part of the stem can
be filled with a double-stranded part. One might expect
different blocked current levels for the occupancy of the
stem by a single strand only or by the overhang, plus a
part of the double-stranded region. To test these ideas,
we used hairpins of 18 bases (see Materials and Methods).
We coined hp blunt the blunt terminated hairpins and hp polyA
the hairpins with a 30 overhang of 30 adenines. All experi-
ments presented here are performed at 150 mV.
First we compare the translocation events for hp polyA in
the forward and backward direction. Fig. 6 displays two
typical translocation traces. In the forward direction, the
blocked current level is very steady. The current fluctuations
are spectrally identical for both the blocked and the open
pore currents. The major noise contribution originates from
the setup and we could not extract information on the real-
time position of the hairpin in the pore. In the backward
direction, the translocation events display a steplike noise
between discrete current sublevels. We identify and fit these
sublevels as described in Materials and Methods. We plot the
histogram of the sublevel values on Fig. 7 A. We distinguish
three values: type I sublevels at ~13.1%, type II at ~7.3%,
and type III at ~2.3%. As depicted on Fig. 7 B, type I levels
occur only as the first and last substep level of the event.
These sublevel values are detected in 85% of the cases for
hp polyA and only 25% of the cases for hp blunt that lacked
the 30 overhang. The value of 13.1% is also close to the value
of 12.1% that we find for ssDNA entering with its 30 end first.
Hence we attribute these levels to the presence of the
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FIGURE 6 Typical traces for translocation events of hp polyA at 150 mV.
The raw data is acquired at 105 S/s and filtered at 10 kHz (red). The nonli-
nearly filtered data (black) and the multistep analysis (green) are presented
for both translocation directions. (A) In the forward direction, the event has
a well-defined blocked current level. (B) In the backward direction, the trans-
location events present a steplike noise with three levels: a high (I) level that
occurs only at the beginning and end of the event; an intermediate level (II);
and a low level (III). Histograms of these level values are shown on Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7 (A) Histogram of the normalized substep levels. The three-
Gaussians fit (continuous line) has a major maximum at 2.3%, type III; an
intermediate one at 7%, type II; and a minor maximum at 13.1%, type I.
(B) Two-dimensional histogram of the sublevels versus the substeps number
(up to the 20th substep). Eighty-five-percent of the first substeps have
a blocked, type-I current. Eighty-five-percent of the second steps have type
II values. Ninety-percent of the translocations end with a type-I sublevel.
We have checked that this is not an artifact occasioned by the steep fall
(respectively, rise) of the current from (respectively, to) the open pore level.
This value of 13% is reminiscent of the blocked current value found for
ssDNA entering with its 30 end first on Fig. 2. Two-hundred-and-thirty trans-
locations were analyzed. We interpret the different blocking levels as: I, the
single-stranded overhang alone in the pore; II, the double-stranded part of the
DNA partially blocking the trans pore entrance; and III, the double-stranded
part lodged in the pore entrance cavity as depicted in panel A.
Geometrical Aspects of DNA Translocation 2175overhang alone in the stem region and across the constriction.
Type III levels correspond to a very efficient blocking of the
ionic current. We suggest that it stems from the entrance of
the unzipping fork into the first 1.4 nm of the stem. Indeed,
on the opposite side of the vestibule, the stem enlarges to
a diameter of 2.4 nm over a distance of 1.5 nm (around
Thr125). This region was previously found to influence the
value of the blocked current for single-stranded homopoly-
mers (40). The situation where the DNA fits into this minor
cavity with its 30 overhang engaged in the pore seems likely
to result in the smallest ionic current. For 90% of the translo-
cation, the second substeps have a type-III level, as shown on
Fig. 7 B. Type-II levels are intermediate levels with a blocked
current at ~7.3%. We attribute them to dsDNA partially
blocking the stem entrance due to side flipping of the DNA
or the opening of the unzipping fork. Except for the first
and last substeps, the steplike noise occurs between levels
of type II and III.
Our interpretation is further confirmed by the experiments
performed on hp blunt. For hp blunt, no translocation is ex-
pected, because the hairpins lack an overhang. In that case
indeed, we record mostly short events, the distribution of
which hardly depends on the applied voltage. However, for
some long-enough events, we detect a steplike noise between
type II and type III sublevels. Hence, these levels result from
the interaction of the dsDNA with the pore. It also shows that
the insertion of a double-stranded part in the stem entrance is
enough to block the ionic current almost fully. We thuspropose that the steplike noise that we observe originates
from the real-time local position of the DNA at the stem
entrance.
We established a criteria to discriminate real translocation
events from molecules bumping into the pore. In the back-
ward direction we considered only events presenting a first
and last step at ~13% and a second step at ~2%. Fig. 8 shows
the scatter plot of the translocation events for both directions.
The selected events are dark-colored. For hp polyA, most
of the events with translocation times above 0.01s fulfill
this criterion. In the case of hp blunt, due to the overlap of
the current values for type II and type I events, few events
are wrongly identified as translocations. We calculated theBiophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–2178
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the most probable translocation time is five times slower in the backward
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The distribution in the backward direction spans also a decade more toward
large unzipping times. We attribute these differences to different modes of
force application on the unzipping fork and to enhanced thermal fluctuations
of the unzipping force in the backward direction. (B) Schematic representa-
tion of the two possible opening modes: shear and traction.
2176 Muzard et al.histograms of the unzipping times in the forward and back-
ward configuration (Fig. 9). The most probable unzipping
time in the forward direction is 10 ms5 5 ms, in agreement
with the literature values for hairpins of the same size. In the
backward direction the most probable time is increased to
50 ms. We correlate this increase to the existence of the step-
like noise. The position fluctuations of the unzipping fork at
the stem entrance must result in fluctuations of the transduc-
tion of the electrophoretic drive into the unzipping force. We
expect that the mechanical bias applied on the double-helix
unzipping region differs for both situations in direction as
well as amplitude. The increase of the unzipping time in
the backward geometry can be thus explained by the inter-Biophysical Journal 98(10) 2170–2178mittent application of the mechanical force that increases
the rezipping probability of the already opened portion of
the DNA hairpin. The scenario that we have just discussed
appears probable and consistent with all our observations.
It could be informative to see whether MD simulations on
the millisecond timescales can confirm these ideas.DISCUSSION
Our results for ssDNA have already been discussed in the
previous section. We now develop our interpretation of the
stochastic current noise for dsDNA. We finally elaborate
on the problem of mechanical forces transduction in the
context of nanopores.
Origin of sublevels
The occurrence of sublevels in the blocked current have
already been reported in the literature for other types of
Geometrical Aspects of DNA Translocation 2177experiments with nanopores. First, we would like to compare
our results to previous reports. For a-hemolysin, a well-
documented sublevel at ~50% (41) corresponds to the inser-
tion of a single-stranded or double-stranded DNA in the
vestibule cavity without any DNA part in the stem region.
Single-stranded RNA composed of alternate regions of
poly A and poly C also display distinct sublevels during
the molecule translocation (10). In the case of artificial nano-
pores, various sublevels occur when long single-stranded or
double-stranded DNA translocate through pores with a diam-
eter above 10 nm. They are attributed to the simultaneous
passage of several strands of the same molecule (42). All
these processes correspond to free translocations of DNA
molecules through the pore. Some telegraphic noise between
the vestibule level and fully blocked current level was
reported and analyzed (43,44) for blunt hairpins trapped in
the vestibule cavity. In that case the substeps reflect the
partial and transient passage of the thermally opened base-
pairs at the blunt end of the hairpin. When the pore is
reversed, we showed that the double-stranded part blocks
the current more than the single-stranded part. We explain
it by the presence of a minor cavity at the stem entrance
that fit double-stranded DNA in size. The steplike noise
comes from a discrimination between the blocked current
levels of ssDNA alone in the pore, of dsDNA fully engaged
in this minor cavity, and of dsDNA partly engaged in the
minor cavity. Minor changes in the local radius of the pore
before the maximum constriction can thus be enough to
allow the real-time monitoring of the position of some
molecule moiety in the pore.Transduction of the electrophoretic drive
A cavity in front of the constriction also plays a role of
preconfinement. In the case of a-hemolysin, the diameter
of the vestibule part is too large and the vestibule/stem
constriction too narrow to generate a contrast of blocked
currents due to the presence of a double-stranded part in
contact with the constriction when a single-stranded part is
already engaged in the stem region. The vestibule, however,
efficiently holds the hairpin in front of the constriction. On
the other stem side, the minor cavity has a diameter very
close to the double-helix diameter. It allows the discrimina-
tion between double and single strands engaged in the stem
but it hardly constrains the position of the hairpin DNA due
to its limited axial extent. The transduction of the electropho-
retic force into a mechanical unzipping force is changed
when the preconfinement is modified. Opening in a shear
mode is more likely to happen in the forward direction where
the DNA is held by the vestibule. The strand inserted in the
stem at the constriction site undergoes a downward force due
to the electrophoretic drive. The other strand, stuck at the
constriction, sustains an upward force due to the pore reac-
tion. This force dipole shears the last bases of the hairpin
structure. If the DNA tilts sideways as in the case of the back-ward direction, the unzipping force is now applied in a trac-
tion mode within the plane of the paired bases. The reaction
pathway for DNA unzipping can thus be changed by
changing the pore geometry. Similar geometrical effects
have been investigated in the context of artificial nanopores
(24,45). Zhao et al. (24) and Comer et al. (45) observed that
the voltage threshold required to translocate double-stranded
DNA through pores of diameter 1 nm < d < 1.5 nm is
smaller than for pores with 1.5 nm < d < 2.3 nm. MD
simulations explained this behavior by two modes of translo-
cations involving the unzipping of the basepairs (favored by
small diameter) and the stretching of the double-helix
(favored by larger diameter). In our case, we likely see the
effects of two different unzipping modes. In a broader
context, all these studies show that the measure of the trans-
location time in nanopore experiments is not an unambig-
uous measurement of the absolute stability of the probed
structure. When the translocation process of macromolecules
(DNA, proteins) requires the mechanical action of the pore
(unzipping, stretching, unfolding, ripping of proteins), the
geometry dependence of the transduction of the mechanical
force should be considered (16). In particular, nanopore
threading selects specific reaction pathways due to the
confinement. The basepairing, folding, or binding free ener-
gies measured through this technique can depend on the
favored pathway and thus on geometrical factors. We are
currently further exploring these effects experimentally.CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we explored the role of the geometry on the
translocation and on the unzipping process of nucleic acids
through nanopores. This was achieved in the particular case
of a-hemolysin by translocation of molecules from the stem
to the vestibule side. We showed that the translocation time
of single-stranded poly A depends mainly on the orientation
of the DNA, irrespective of the translocation direction,
whereas the values of the blocked current reflect the static
relative orientation of the bases at the constriction site.
We also reported that a contrast in the ionic current can
be obtained between the single-stranded and double-
stranded part of the same molecule in the case of a
2.2-nm pore ending with a 1.5-nm constriction. The absence
of preconfinement before unzipping yields a higher scat-
tering of the data points, a steplike noise in the block
current due to multiple DNA/pore configurations, and an
increase of the unzipping time. We point out the importance
of the pore shape upon the transduction efficiency of the
electrophoretic drive in becoming a mechanical unzipping
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